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Medical Innovations

Clinical Image competition 2019

Open from 19th August to 20th November 2019
The *Indian Journal of Medical Research* (IJMR), the flagship journal of Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) invites entries for Clinical Images Competition 2019. The images and/or videos can be submitted under two categories:

(i) Clinical Images (Rare select cases with unique findings)
(ii) Medical Innovations with clinical implications (Small thinking bringing big changes)

The best Clinical Images and Medical Innovations will be awarded and some selected entries will be published in a Special Commemorative Supplement of the IJMR.

**Who can submit? (Eligibility)**

All medical graduate/postgraduate students/ faculty/ scientists working in medical colleges/research institutes of India are eligible to submit.

**When to submit?**

Opens on **August 19, 2019 from 10:30 AM**
Closes on **November 20, 2019 till 5:30 PM**

**Where to submit?**

Images/Videos may be submitted online at [http://www.journalonweb.com/ijmr](http://www.journalonweb.com/ijmr)

**Submission Guidelines:**

- Authors may first register as an author at [http://www.journalonweb.com/ijmr](http://www.journalonweb.com/ijmr) and submit the Image.
- Article type should be selected as *Symposium-Clinical Images Competition 2019* from the drop down menu.
- For any related queries, the IJMR Editorial office may be contacted at editorial@ijmr.in & editorialijmr@gmail.com.
Awards for winners under either category:

All submissions under either category meeting all the listed criteria will be screened and evaluated by an Expert Panel. One entry under Clinical Images and one under Medical Innovations categories will be selected for the first prize. There will be four consolation prizes in each category. Prize amount under each category is as follows:

- First prize: ₹ 1,00,000
- Consolation prize: ₹ 25,000/ each (Four prizes under each category)

Click here to know Submission guidelines